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Excellent Introduction By G Hays A thoughtful interpretation of Mr Gurdjieff s work which was and remains a 
monumental clarion call to anybody fortunate enough to encounter his splendid gift to serious seekers Take what you 
can from this volume and move on Are we able to say that life is governed by a group of conscious people Where are 
they Who are they We see exactly the opposite that life is governed by those who are the least conscious by those who 
are most asleep Provocative ideas such as these have attracted generations of thoughtful people to the methods of self 
study and inner work devised by Gurdjieff one of the most radical spiritual teachers of modern times According to 
Gurdjieff the wars ragin About the Author G I Gurdjieff 1866 ndash 1949 created an original system of self 
transformation that reconciled the great mystical traditions known as the Fourth Way or the Work He initially gathered 
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